This profile captures key financial trends before, during, and after
the Great Recession for Philadelphia, one of 30 cities examined by
The Pew Charitable Trusts’ American cities project. These profiles
provide baselines for understanding the fiscal conditions of our cities
and for ongoing research, analysis, and policy guidance.

Philadelphia
Grim budget forecasts forced Philadelphia
to make hard choices
By 2011, revenue was still 2 percent below the pre-recession peak, and Philadelphia’s financial outlook was
mixed. (See Figure 1.) Revenue bottomed out in 2010, primarily because of declines in intergovernmental aid.
Then, faced with budget projections of $2 billion in shortfalls over the next five years, city and state officials
made a series of tough decisions.1 The city raised taxes, aggressively drew down reserve funds, and reduced
many major areas of spending.2 In 2010 and 2011, property tax collections contributed to a revenue uptick,
and spending cuts helped policymakers begin restoring the city’s reserves. Still, underfunded retirement
obligations remain a concern for city finances going forward.3
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Increases to sales tax and property tax rates and a
delay to reductions in income taxes kept revenue afloat
Philadelphia lost $356 million in total, inflation-adjusted revenue between a high point in 2007 and the
lowest point in 2010. Declines in intergovernmental aid drove the losses despite an infusion of funds from
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act for the city.4 Wage tax revenue also fell precipitously, declining
$107 million over the period, even though the city delayed a scheduled 2009 rate decrease.5 Sales taxes grew
$71 million, offsetting other losses, but only after state officials authorized the city to temporarily increase
sales tax rates in 2009.

City officials cut operating spending sharply between 2007 and 2010. A $149 million drop in social
service and health expenditures and a $50 million reduction in public safety were the largest of the cuts.
Together, these categories represent about two-thirds of city expenditures.6 (See Figure 2.) Cutbacks in
spending also included workforce reductions, mandatory furloughs for certain employees, and pay cuts for
executive staff.7 Philadelphia also deferred annual recommended payments to its pension system to meet
current spending needs. Still, despite these cuts and other maneuvers, the city ran a $259 million deficit
in its general fund in 2010.
FIGURE 2
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In 2010, the city council raised property tax rates, a move that helped this revenue source grow 18 percent
a year later and become the major driver of the city’s fiscal rebound.8 The city also cut spending another
$16 million in 2011. Combined, revenue growth and expenditure cuts in 2011 helped Philadelphia reduce
its general fund deficit to $46 million.

Managing the future: Long-term liabilities
loom large as Philadelphia works to meet 5-year
balanced-budget projections
Demand for services, investment decisions, and revenue performance will be critical factors in Philadephia’s
future fiscal well-being. Two long-term obligations which can be analyzed using the data available are
pensions and retiree health care and other benefits.
As the result of a previous state intervention to help turn around Philadelphia’s finances,9 the city is
required to submit an annual plan that balances the budget five years into the future to a state oversight
board.10 Among other fiscal concerns, this long-term planning highlights issues in the management of
retiree liabilities.
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Philadelphia had not set aside any assets to cover $1.8 billion in retiree health care liabilities as of 2010.11
Of even greater concern, however, was $7 billion in shortfalls the city faced in its pension funds, which were
just 61 percent funded that year.12 At press time, unresolved contracts with city workers’ unions could raise
future personnel costs, and, consequently, the cost of pension obligations.13 These bills are cause for concern
as growing annual pension payments claim an increasing portion of the city’s available revenue.
See Pew’s 30-city interactive at pewstates.org/City-Fiscal-Conditions-Interactive for complete data.
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